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Abstract Meta-clustering is a popular approach for finding multiple clusterings
in the dataset, taking a large number of base clusterings as input for further user
navigation and refinement. However, the effectiveness of meta-clustering is highly
dependent on the distribution of the base clusterings and open challenges exist
with regard to its stability and noise tolerance. In addition, the clustering views
returned may not all be relevant, hence there is open challenge on how to rank those
clustering views. In this paper we propose a simple and effective filtering algorithm
that can be flexibly used in conjunction with any meta-clustering method. In
addition, we propose an unsupervised method to rank the returned clustering
views. We evaluate the framework (rFILTA) on both synthetic and real world
datasets, and see how its use can enhance the clustering view discovery for complex
scenarios.
Keywords Clustering · Meta-Clustering · Multiple Clusterings · Clustering
Visualization · Clustering Filtering · Clustering Ranking

1 Introduction
Clustering is one of the most important unsupervised techniques for discovering
unknown patterns and grouping in the dataset. Many clustering methods focus
on obtaining one single ‘best’ solution by optimizing a pre-defined criterion [21,
29, 28]. There are two limitations with this: firstly, data can be multi-faceted in
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Fig. 1: The meta-clustering framework.
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Fig. 2: Illustrative example for meta-clustering process.

nature. Particularly when the datasets are large and complex, there may be several
useful clusterings that exist, not just one. Secondly, users may be seeking different
perspectives on the same dataset, requiring multiple clustering solutions. This
has stimulated considerable recent research on the topic of multiple clustering
analysis [4].
Multiple clustering analysis aims to discover a set of reasonable and distinctive clustering solutions from the same dataset. Many methods have been proposed on this topic and one very popular technique is meta-clustering [5],[43].
Meta-clustering generates a large number of base clusterings using different approaches [5]: running different clustering algorithms, running a specific algorithm
several times with different initializations, or using random feature weighting in the
distance function. These base clusterings may then be meta-clustered into groups
(Figure 2b). Then, (base) clusterings within the same group can be combined using consensus (ensemble) clustering to generate a consensus view of that group
(Figure 2c). This results in one or more distinctive clustering views of the dataset,
each offering a different perspective or explanation. The general procedure of the
meta-clustering is described in Figure 1.

1.1 Motivation for Filtering
A major drawback and challenge with meta-clustering is that its effectiveness is
highly dependent on the quality and diversity of the generated base clusterings.
Specifically, if the base clusterings are of low quality, then the ensemble step will
be influenced by such clusterings and may produce low quality clustering views. In
addition, if there are redundant, noisy base clusterings that are similar to one or
more of the clustering views, then it is possible that some of the distinct views are
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(a) 4 representative clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings.
The similarity scores between each clustering view with the two ground truth views
respectively are presented at the top of each
clustering view.
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(b) 2 clustering views generated from the filtered base clusterings. The similarity scores
between each clustering view with the two
ground truth views respectively are presented at the top of each clustering view.

Fig. 3: Clustering views generated from the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings
on CMUFace dataset.

mistakenly merged into one, resulting in the loss of interesting clustering views.
This can occur if the base clusterings representing two distinct views are connected
via a chain of noisy but similar base clusterings. The grouping algorithm may then
mistakenly group all of these base clusterings into one meta-cluster (Figure 2b) and
subsequently one clustering view will be produced by the ensemble step (Figure 2c)
when it finds a consensus view from the merged meta-cluster. In this way, users
may miss some interesting clustering views.
We have experienced these problems in our experiments of both synthetic and
real world datasets. To illustrate, we use an example from a real dataset (shown
in Figure 3). The CMUFace dataset, which contains images of three different
persons along with different poses (left, front and right), consists of two reasonable
clustering views, Person and Pose1 . From the CMUFace dataset, we generate a set
of (raw) base clusterings (with k = 3 clusters) using a number of standard base
clustering generation algorithms (see Section 9.1). Some of the generated base
clusterings contain the Person or Pose clustering views, so it should be possible
to recover/discover both views. We then applied meta-clustering on the generated
(raw) base clusterings and found 23 clustering views. Due to the limitation of
space, we show four representative clustering views in Figure 3a. In Figure 3a,
each row is a clustering view of three clusters, where each cluster is shown as the
1

Please refer to Section 9.5.1 for more details about the dataset and experiments.
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mean of all the images in it. Above each clustering view, we show the similarity
score2 , ranging within [0, 1], between this clustering view and the two ground truth
clustering views, i.e., Person and Pose views, respectively. The larger the value is,
the more similar the clustering view is to that ground truth clustering view.
As we can see from Figure 3a, only one of the ground truth clustering views
is discovered, i.e., Person view (the first clustering view), with a similarity score
of 0.83. However, we could not discover the Pose view from the other clustering
views. In addition, many of the clustering views are of poor quality and do not
correspond to any underlying view, e.g., the other three shown clustering views in
Figure 3a. The reason for this is that some of the generated base clusterings are
noisy and of low quality (i.e., not of either ground truth clustering views) and/or
form bridges between the base clusterings of the two clustering views. This large
amount of noise causes many redundant and poor quality clustering views found,
and also the pose view being lost in the noise (e.g., the third clustering view/row
in Figure 3a has a significant number of pose images in their clusters, but the
bridging base clusterings have caused some person view images to be merged with
it.) These observations stimulate the following question, which is the motivation
for the proposed filtering method - Can we filter out the redundant/similar and
noisy base clusterings to avoid discovering poor quality views or missing out on
significant ones? Figure 3b provides an example of the benefits of filtering. It shows
the two clustering views, i.e., Person and Pose, generated using a filtered set of
base clusterings as input (we will explain our filtering approach in Section 4). More
specifically, after filtering out the poor quality base clusterings, we avoid clustering
views of poor quality. In addition, filtering the redundant base clusterings helps
to expose the other reasonable clustering view, i.e., pose view (Figure 3b). More
examples will be presented in the experiments (Section 9).
1.2 Motivation for Ranking
Another challenge about meta-clustering is the large number of generated clustering views. Depending on the datasets and the base clusterings generation mechanism, we may produce a large number of clustering views. It will be time consuming to examine them all. Our filtering step can help reduce the number of
clustering views by removing out the ones of poor quality. However, depending on
the complexity of the datasets, the generated base clusterings and the different
requirements of users, we do not know how many potentially interesting clustering
views exist. There may be still a large number of potentially interesting clustering
views generated after filtering. Hence, it will be helpful to rank these clustering
views based on importance and diversity, and provide users with the top K ones,
to facilitate their analysis job.
A question that may arise, ‘can we obtain high quality and diverse clustering
views with ranking alone, i.e., without filtering?’ The answer is no. The ranking
step helps solve the problem about the large number of clustering views. However,
for the problems introduced previously (refer to Section 1.1), e.g., missing interesting clustering views, cannot be solved by ranking. Thus, we need both filtering
and ranking to help us get the good quality and diverse clustering views.
2 The similarity between two clusterings are measured by adjusted mutual information
(AMI), which will be introduced in Section 4.1.
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Fig. 4: The meta-clustering framework with our additional, proposed filtering and
ranking steps highlighted with shaded square.

1.3 Our Contribution
To solve all the problems described above, we propose our new approach, ranked
and filtered meta-clustering (rFILTA), aiming at detecting multiple high quality
and distinctive clustering views by filtering, ranking and analyzing a given set of
base clusterings.
Algorithmically, we propose an information theoretic criterion to perform the
filtering. In addition, we show how to employ a visual method to automatically
determine the meta-clusters within the filtered base clusterings. Then, we can
rank these meta-clusters in terms of their importance measured by the proposed
heuristic criteria. Finally, we perform consensus clustering on the returned top K
meta-clusters to produce the top K clustering views. Figure 4 shows the whole
process. The novelty of our approach lies in the addition of a filtering step and
a ranking step to the existing meta-clustering framework [5, 43], which are highlighted as the shaded square boxes in Figure 4. Our focus is on investigating how
to filter the given raw base clusterings to generate a set of better clustering views,
in terms of quality and diversity, compared to the unfiltered meta-clustering and
also on ranking the clustering views in terms of their importance. We assume that
we are given a set of base clusterings. The generation of appropriate base clusterings, which has been considered by numerous existing work in the literature [21,
5, 33, 43, 13, 1, 17], is outside the scope of this paper. This is not a large limitation
as any existing meta-clustering generation techniques can be used. An important
advantage of our method is that the filtering step and the ranking step are independent of the other steps in this framework and thus may be easily integrated
with them.
A preliminary version of this work first appeared in [24]. This work differs from
previous work in that:
– We identify the desirability of a ranking mechanism to assist in selecting a
small number of informative views.
– We propose several heuristic ranking schemes for ranking the multiple clustering views in terms of their importance, to further assist users in their analysis
with a large number of clustering views.
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– We modify the parametrization of the objective function in the filtering step,
in which the tradeoff parameter β now ranges within [0, 1] instead of [0, ∞],
making it easier for users to tune.
– We evaluate and demonstrate the performance of our new rFILTA framework
on 8 datasets (in addition to the 1 synthetic and 2 real world datasets in the
preliminary work, we add 1 synthetic and 4 real world datasets).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in
Section 2. Then, the general outline of our rFITLA framework is shown in Section 3. Next we present the filtering approach detailedly in Section 4. The grouping
method used in our rFILTA framework is introduced in Section 5. We describe the
multiple heuristic ranking schemes in Section 6. Then, we introduce the ensemble
method used in this work in Section 7. The time complexities of different steps
involved in rFILTA framework are introduced in Section 8. Finally, we present
the exhaustive experimental results and analysis on 8 datasets in Section 9 and
conclude in Section 10.

2 Related Work
Our research is related to several topics: meta-clustering, alternative clustering
and cluster ensemble or consensus clustering.
Meta-Clustering aims to find multiple clustering views by generating and
evaluating a large set of base clusterings. In work [5], it first generates these base
clusterings by either random initialization or random feature weighting. Then, it
groups these base clusterings into multiple meta-clusters and then presents these
meta-clusters to the users for evaluation. Based on this idea, Zhang and Li [43]
proposed a method that extend [5] with consensus clustering in order to capture
multiple views. Work in [33] proposed a sampling method for discovering a large set
of good quality base clusterings. After that, the k-center [15] clustering method is
used to select the k most dissimilar solutions as the views. In contrast to rFILTA,
the existing meta-clustering methods are highly dependent on the quality and
diversity of the base clusterings for generating multiple high quality and diverse
views.
Alternative Clustering discovers high quality and dissimilar views via searching in the clustering space guided by criteria about what constitutes an alternative.
One may discover alternatives either iteratively or simultaneously [3, 6, 11, 22, 39,
20, 31, 9, 10]. See [4] for a review. Compared with meta-clustering, alternative clustering is more efficient for discovering alternative views. However, it restricts the
definition of an alternative to certain objective functions, which may cause the
search process to miss some interesting clustering views, due to mismatches between the objective function and the underlying view structure. It can be difficult
to define an objective function characterizing what is an alternative, especially
in the initial period of data exploratory analysis when there is little information
about the data available.
Cluster Ensemble or Consensus Clustering combines a collection of partitions of data into a single solution which aims to improve the quality and stability
of individual clusterings [37, 38, 27, 14, 41, 16]. However, instead of combining all
the available clusterings into one single solution, it has been demonstrated that
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a better clustering can often be achieved by combining only a part of the available solutions [13, 1, 26], that is the cluster ensemble selection problem. It
has been shown that quality and diversity are two important factors which will
influence the performance of cluster ensemble [13, 17, 26]. Cluster ensemble and
the cluster ensemble selection methods typically focus on discovering a single high
quality solution from a collection of clusterings, rather than multiple solutions.
Our proposed framework in Figure 4 combines all of the above clustering
paradigms. The critical difference between our work compared to the others is
that we place each clustering paradigm into its most relevant place. In particular,
we employ alternative clustering as one of the mechanisms for generating diverse
base clusterings. Alternative clustering employs objective functions to guide the
search process, thus it may discover alternative clustering views faster compared
to meta-clustering which employs a random clustering generation scheme (such
as random initialization or random feature weighting). However, if the objective
function defined in the alternative clustering cannot characterize the underlying
structure of the dataset appropriately, it cannot discover the alternative clustering
view 3 . On the other hand, meta-clustering can cover the space of clusterings more
comprehensively compared to alternative clustering, by flexibly employing different means of generation. Thus, we take alternative clustering method as one of
the generation methods. Finally, we propose to group the clusterings and generate
the consensus view for each group via consensus clustering. This is a more flexible
approach than generating a single consensus view for the whole set of base clusterings, as the base clusterings may reflect very different structures of the data and
thus may not be reasonably combined to produce a single consensus view. In summary, our rFILTA framework incorporates the strengths of the related techniques
to improve upon the existing meta-clustering methods.

3 Notations and rFILTA Framework
Let us firstly introduce the notations used in this paper. Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } be
a set of n objects, where xi ∈ Rd . These objects can be grouped into clusters (sets
of objects). A clustering C is a hard partition
of X, denoted by C = {c1 , . . . , ck },
S
where ci is a cluster and ci ∩ cj = ∅, ci = X. We denote the space of possible
clusterings on X as PX . We use C to denote a set of (base) clusterings, i.e., C =
{C1 , . . . , Cl }. Let a set of clustering views be denoted by V = {V1 , . . . , VR }, where
a clustering view Vi is a clustering on X, Vi ∈ PX . Even though a clustering view
is just a clustering, we use the view nomenclature to distinguish between the initial
base clusterings and the final, returned clusterings (the set of clustering views) at
the end of the meta-clustering process.
The rFILTA framework consists of a number of steps, illustrated in Figure 4
and Algorithm 1. In the following sections, we will describe each of these steps.

4 Filtering Base Clusterings
The quality of a clustering C is measured by a function Q(C): PX → R+ , and
the diversity between two clusterings can be computed according to a similarity
3

We demonstrate this point in the experiments part, refer to Figure 21
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Algorithm 1 Framework of rFILTA
Input:
Generated base clusterings C = {C1 , . . . , Cl }
K, the number of returned clustering views
L, the number of selected base clusterings during filtering step
β, β ∈ [0, 1], the tradeoff parameter which balance the quality and diversity
during filtering
Output:
0
The top K clustering views, VK
= {V10 , . . . , VK0 }
0
0
0
0
1: C ← F iltering(C, L, β), where C = {C1 , . . . , CL } (Section 4)
0
2: Cmc ← Grouping(C ), where Cmc = {Cmc1 , . . . , CmcR }, Cmci ∩ Cmcj =
S
∅, Cmci = C 0 (Section 5)
0
0
0
0
0
3: Cmc ← Ranking(Cmc , K), where Cmc = {Cmc1 , . . . , CmcK }, Cmc ⊂ Cmc (Section 6)
0
0
0
0
0
4: VK ← Consensus(Cmc ), where VK = {V1 , . . . , VK } (Section 7)
0
5: return VK

measure Sim(Ci , Cj ): PX × PX → R+ . The filtering problem can be formalized as
follows.
Problem Definition Given a set of raw base clusterings C = {C1 , . . . , Cl }, we
seek
P a set of clustering views VP= {V1 , . . . , VR } generated from C, such that,
Vi ∈V Q(Vi ) is maximized and
Vi ,Vj ∈V,i6=j Sim(Vi , Vj ) is simultaneously minimized.
We solve this problem by selecting a subset of clusterings C 0 , which are of
high quality and diversity, from the given raw base clusterings C. The quality and
diversity of base clusterings have a big impact on the quality and diversity of the
extracted clustering views at last. Next we discuss the quality and diversity criteria
for clusterings.

4.1 Clustering Quality and Diversity Measures
We employ an information theoretic criterion, namely the mutual information for
measuring both clustering quality and diversity. As a clustering quality measure,
mutual information is a well-known criterion for clustering discovery, which can
discover both linear and non-linear clusterings [8]. For measuring similarity between clusterings, mutual information can detect linear or non-linear relationship
between random variables [39]. More specifically, the quality of a clustering C is
measured by the amount of shared information with the data X, i.e., I(X; C).
The more information that is shared, the better that a clustering models the data.
In contrast, the mutual information between two clusterings I(Ci ; Cj ) quantifies
their similarity. The less mutual information shared between the clusterings, the
more dissimilar they are. There are many mutual information variations (see [39]
for a survey). We choose to utilize the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [40],
which is an adjusted-for-chance version of the normalized mutual information4 [37]
4

The normalized version of mutual information for scaling mutual information to [0, 1].
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for measuring the similarity between two clusterings. We selected AMI as its value
lies between the interpretable range of 0 to 1 and it uses a principled approach to
normalize to such a range.
The average quality of the selected set of base clusterings can be optimized as:
(
)
)
(
1 X
1 X
I(X; Ci ) ≡ min
H(X|Ci )
(1)
max
C0
C0
|C 0 |
|C 0 |
0
0
Ci ∈C

Ci ∈C

where the right hand side results from I(X; C) = H(X) − H(X|C) and H(X) is a
constant (where H(·) is the Shannon entropy function). Computation of the mutual
information I(X; C) requires the joint density function, p(X, C), which is difficult
to estimate for high dimensional data. Instead of directly estimating the joint
densities, we may use the meanNN differential entropy estimator for computing
the conditional entropy H(X|C) [12], due to its desirable properties of efficiently
estimating density functions in high dimensional data and being parameterless. It
is defined as
nc
X
X
1
H(X|C) ≈
log ||xi − xj ||
(2)
nj − 1
j=1

i6=l|ci =cl =j

The diversity can be optimized by minimizing the average similarity between clusterings, as:
(
)
X
1
min
AM I(Ci ; Cj )
C0
|C 0 |2
0
Ci ,Cj ∈C

The AMI between two clusterings Ci and Cj is defined as:
AM I(Ci ; Cj ) =

I(Ci ; Cj ) − E{I(Ci ; Cj )}
max{H(Ci ), H(Cj )} − E{I(Ci ; Cj )}

(3)

where
P the E{·} is the expected value of mutual information I(Ci ; Cj ), and H(Ci ) =
− u∈Ci p(u) log p(u), is the entropy of the clustering Ci . The AMI is 1 when the
two clusterings are identical and 0 when any commonality between the clusterings
is due to chance. The mutual information between two clusterings Ci and Cj is
computed directly from their contingency table:
I(Ci ; Cj ) =

X X
u∈Ci v∈Cj

p(u, v) log

p(u, v)
p(u)p(v)

(4)

where p(v) is the fraction of data points in cluster v, and p(u, v) is the fraction of
points belonging to cluster u in Ci and v in Cj .

4.2 Filtering Criterion and Incremental Selection Strategy
We wish to select a subset of base clusterings, C 0 , to achieve high quality and diversity simultaneously. Inspired by the mutual information based feature selection
literature [32] which maximizes feature relevancy while minimizing feature redundancy, we propose a clustering selection criterion which combines the quality and
diversity of clusterings:
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ββ0 X
1−β
H(X|Ci ) + 0 2
min0
0
|C |
C ⊂C,|C |=L  |C 0 |
0
Ci ∈C

X
Ci ,Cj ∈C 0 ,i6=j



AM I(Ci ; Cj )


(5)

where L is a user defined parameter specifying the number of base clusterings
C 0 to be selected, and β ∈ [0, 1] is a trade-off parameter that balances the emphasis put on the quality and diversity during selection. When β = 0.5, we
put same emphasis on the quality and diversity. The influence of β is discussed
in the experiments Section 9.3.2. To make sure the first term is on the same
scale as the first term, we rescale the H(X|Ci ) to [0, 1] by multiplying it with
H(X|Ci )−min{H(X|Ci )}
β0 = max{H(X|C
. Thus, our selection method aims to select L
i )}−min{H(X|Ci )}
base clusterings C 0 from the given raw base clusterings C, optimizing the dualobjective criterion in Equation (5).
A simple incremental search strategy can be used to select a good subset C 0
for the criterion (5) as follows. Initially, we select the clustering solution with the
highest quality among the given clusterings C. Then, we incrementally select the
next solution from the set C \ C 0 as:
(

)
1−β X
AM I(Ci ; Cj )
arg min ββ0 H(X|Ci ) +
|C 0 |
Ci ∈C\C 0
0

(6)

Cj ∈C

with the aim of selecting the next clustering with high quality and small average
similarity with the selected ones in C 0 . This process repeats until we reach the L
desired number of base clusterings.

5 Discovering the Meta-Clusters
We have obtained a filtered set of base clusterings after performing the filtering
process. Next we group them into clusters at the meta level and then perform
ensemble clustering on each meta-cluster for view generation. We first explain the
measure used to compute the similarity between the base clusterings, then explain a visualization technique called iVAT for determining the potential number
of meta-clusters. We then introduce a method that combines with iVAT to automatically determine the appropriate number of meta-clusters and performs the
grouping, and finally describe how to obtain the views from the meta-clusters.
Measuring the Similarity between Clusterings: In order to divide the selected clusterings into groups, we need a similarity measure to compare clusterings.
Several measures of clustering similarity have been proposed in the literature [21].
Here we use the AMI for measuring the similarity between clusterings. The distance between two clusterings is then 1 − AM I(Ci ; Cj ).
Grouping the Base Clusterings into Meta-Clusters: After filtering the base
clusterings to obtain C 0 , we compute the pairwise dissimilarity matrix between all
members of C 0 as a prelude to grouping them into meta-clusters. There are two
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challenges for this grouping step: a) determining the number of relevant metaclusters; and b) partitioning the clusterings into meta-clusters. Next, we will describe a visualization technique for assessing the number of meta-clusters in a
set of base clusterings. Then, an automatic method for determining the number of
meta-clusters and partitioning the clusterings into meta-clusters will be presented.
The VAT method [42] is a visualization tool for cluster tendency assessment.
By reordering a pairwise dissimilarity matrix of a set of data objects, it can reveal
the hidden clustering structure of the data by visualizing the intensity image of
the reordered dissimilarity matrix. The number of clusters in a set of data objects
can be visually identified by the number of “dark blocks” displayed along the
diagonal of the VAT image. In this work, we use the iVAT [42, 18] method which
is an advanced version of VAT method, in terms of presenting clearer blocks in
the images of the reordered dissimilarity matrix. Each clustering can be taken as a
data object, and we utilize the iVAT method to visualize the number of potential
meta-clusters.
For grouping the set of clusterings, existing research uses hierarchical clustering [5],[43]. However, the hierarchical clustering approach does not automatically
determine the number of clusters. Hence, we propose an alternative, CLODD [19],
the clustering method which automatically extracts the number of clusters and
produces a hard partition of the data objects. We choose CLODD, as it also
works on reordered dissimilarity matrices generated by the iVAT method. We believe these two methods are well complementary. Nevertheless, we stress that the
rFILTA framework is not restricted to any particular grouping method and users
can choose the one they prefer according to their requirements and knowledge.
As mentioned above, there will be dense blocks along the diagonal of this ordered
dissimilarity matrix if clusters exist in this set of clusterings. The CLODD algorithm discovers the number of meta-clusters and produces a hard partition of these
clusterings by optimizing an objective function which assesses the dense diagonal
block structures of the reordered dissimilarity matrix. At the end of this step, we
have multiple meta-clusters generated.
For the CLODD method, there are two involved parameters to be set, namely
N Cmin and N Cmax , which are the minimum and maximum number of metaclusters. We set N Cmin = 1 and N Cmax = the number of base clusterings to be
grouped. For all other parameters involved in the CLODD method, we use the
values suggested in the original work [19] as default.

6 Meta-Cluster Ranking
When the generated base clusterings are widely distributed in the clustering space
and the tradeoff parameter β is chosen small, many clustering views may be produced, even after filtering. When there are a lot of clustering views, it will be
helpful if we can rank and show the top K clustering views for users to analyze.
Examining many irrelevant clustering views, which is a possibility when there is
no ranking, is time consuming and frustrating. The challenge is how to rank the
clustering views. There are different definitions characterizing what is a good clustering view, according to different requirements of different users. It is hard to
define a criterion to satisfy all these different requirements. Moreover, there is no
standard ‘right’ ranking for us to learn from.
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In this section, we propose several heuristic ranking schemes for ranking the
meta-clusters based on their characteristics. Then we will apply ensemble clustering on the returned top K meta-clusters to produce the top K clustering views.
These schemes are reasonable options in terms of different considerations, and
users can choose from them according to their requirements.
Recall that a meta-cluster is a set of clusterings which ideally correspond to
a clustering view. A clustering view is a clustering that represent a meta-cluster.
Different from traditional cluster evaluation, we have to consider the quality of the
meta-cluster as they consist of clusterings as members. The quality of the members
of a meta-cluster has a big impact on the goodness of its corresponding clustering
view. Next we present several properties that can be considered for measuring the
goodness of a meta-cluster.
1. Cohesion and Separation
Similar to cluster evaluation, we can take the terms of cohesion and separation,
which are used for measuring the goodness of a cluster, for measuring the
goodness of a meta-cluster. The more compact a meta-cluster, the more similar
the clusterings within this meta-cluster. This indicates the clusterings within
this meta-cluster can be repeatedly found by some of the available clustering
generation methods. Thus, this meta-cluster is more likely to correspond to
a reasonable clustering view. If the meta-cluster is separated well from other
meta-clusters, it indicates this meta-cluster is different from the others and
corresponds to a distinctive clustering view. Based on these ideas, we build
an Meta-Cluster Cohesion and Separation (mcCS) index for measuring the
cohesion and separation of a meta-cluster which is inspired by the popular
internal cluster evaluation index - Silhouette Coefficient [35], as follows. For a
clustering Ci in a meta-cluster Cm , we define
mcCS(Ci ) =

metaInter(Ci ) − metaIntra(Ci )
max{metaInter(Ci ), metaIntra(Ci )}

where metaIntra(Ci ) is the average dissimilarity of clustering Ci with all other
clusterings in the same meta-cluster Cm , and metaInter(Ci ) is the smallest
average dissimilarity of Ci to any other meta-cluster which clustering Ci is not
a member. For metaIntra(Ci ), the lower the value, the better which indicates
the better cohesion. For larger metaInter(Ci ), it means the meta-cluster is
better separated with others. The dissimilarity between a pair of clusterings,
Ci and Cj , is computed by 1 − AM I(Ci , Cj ). For the meta-cluster Cm , we
compute its cohesion and separation by taking the average mcCS of all its
member clusterings. For this measure, the larger its value, the more likely the
meta-cluster corresponds to a reasonable and distinctive clustering view.

mcCS(Cm ) =

X
1
mcCS(Ci )
|Cm |

(7)

Ci ∈Cm

2. Size of the Meta-Cluster
We also consider the size of each meta-cluster5 . If the size of the meta-cluster is
5 Even though, we are not sampling the clustering space uniformly, but the size of the
meta-cluster can be considered as one reasonable standard.
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large, it indicates that the clustering view is popular according to the available
clustering generation methods. Then, we are more confident that this clustering
view corresponds to a popular one, since many base clusterings are represented
by it. For the meta-clusters with smaller size, it does not necessarily mean that
they are not good or not important. It is just that the generation techniques
cannot find it easily. The small size can also be taken as one choice but in this
paper we choose to prefer large sized meta-clusters.
S(Cm ) =

1
|Cm |

(8)

3. Quality of the Meta-Cluster
We believe that the meta-cluster with better quality of clustering members
may result in a clustering view with better quality. We compute the quality
of a meta-cluster Cm as the average quality of its clustering members. For
each clustering Ci , we quantify its quality by taking the conditional entropy
H(Ci |X) which is same as in the equation 6. The smaller the value is, the more
likely that meta-cluster is of high quality.
X
1
Q(Cm ) =
H(Ci |X)
(9)
|Cm |
Ci ∈Cm

According to these different criteria, we can get different rankings for the generated meta-clusters. We can choose any of these rankings for returning the top K
meta-clusters. In this paper, we rank the meta-clusters in terms of the harmonic
mean of the above different rankings, which works reasonable well in our case. But
we stress that any combination of the above different measures for ranking can be
used [36, 34, 23].
averM C(Cm ) =

3
1
RankCS(Cm )

+

1
RankS(Cm )

+

1
RankQ(Cm )

(10)

7 Discovering the Clustering Views via Ensemble Clustering
In this final step, we use three ensemble clustering algorithms [37] - CPSA, HGPA
and MCLA to find a consensus view for each meta-cluster. Among these three algorithms, MCLA produce the best ensemble clustering in terms of AMI between the
generated clustering view and the ground truth clustering view. Thus, we finally
choose to present results generated by MCLA ensemble clustering algorithm. However, our framework is not restricted to any specific ensemble clustering method
and users can choose the one they prefer according to their requirements. At the
end of this step, we have a set of high quality and diverse views of the data.
8 Time Complexity Analysis
In this part, we analyze the time complexity of the proposed rFILTA framework. As
rFILTA consists of different steps that involves in different methods, its complexity
depends on the time complexities of these different algorithms. Next, we provide
detailed analysis of the time complexity for each step in rFILTA.
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Time Complexity of Generation Step We employ 7 clustering methods in the generation step (refer to Section 9.1 for details). Time complexities of these methods
are: K-means O(Inkd); random feature weighting method O(Inkd); random sampling method O(Inkd); spectral clustering O(n3 ); EM clustering O(Inkd2 ); information theory based clustering O(n2 ); minCEntropy O(n2 d), where I indicates
the number of iterations and we set I = 100 as default, k indicates the number of
clusters in a clustering, d indicates the number of features of a data object and n
indicates the number of data objects.
Thus, the overall time complexity of the generation step is O(Inkd2 +n2 d+n3 ).
Time Complexity of Filtering Step Before the filtering step, we can pre-compute
the meanNN differential entropy H(X|Ci ) for all the l base clusterings and also
the AMI between each pair of clusterings. In reality, there are only l(l − 1)/2 pairs
of AMI need to be computed due to the symmetry.
In particular, for one clustering Ci , the computation of its meanNN differential
entropy H(X|Ci ) costs O(n2 d). Thus it costs O(l · n2 d) for all the l clusterings.
The entropy of a clustering H(Ci ) costs O(n). The mutual information between
a pair of clusterings Ci and Cj , I(Ci , Cj ), costs O(n + k2 ). It costs O(kn) for
the computation of the expectation of the mutual information between a pair of
clusterings Ci and Cj , E{I(Ci , Cj )}. Thus, the computation of the AMI of a pairs
of clusterings costs about O(kn). Then it costs O(l2 kn) for the computation of
AMI for the l(l − 1)/2 pairs of clusterings. Thus, the pre-computation step costs
O(n2 ld + l2 nk). The incremental selection procedure costs O(L · l).
Overall, the time complexity of the filtering step is dominated by the precomputation step, that is O(n2 ld + l2 nk).
Time Complexity of Grouping Step Please note that after filtering step, we only
have L base clusterings left for the following steps. The pairwise dissimilarity matrix has been computed in the filtering step. Using the dissimilarity matrix as
input for iVAT algorithm, we can get the reordered dissimilarity matrix as output. This step costs O(L2 ). Taking the reordered dissimilarity matrix as input
for CLODD algorithm, then we can get the groups of meta-clusters as output
and it costs O(L3 · Np · qmax ). As CLODD method used particle swarm optimization method [19], Np is the number of particles for each swarm and qmax is the
maximum number of swarm iterations.
Time Complexity of Ranking Step In the ranking step, we proposed three criteria for ranking meta-clusters. The time complexities of these three criteria are
discussed as follows.
– Cohesion and Separation: As the dissimilarities between each pair of clusterings
have been precomputed, for all L clusterings, the complexity of computing
mcCS score is O(LR), where R is the number of generated meta-clusters. The
worst case is that L meta-clusters generated, i.e., each clustering is a metacluster, then it becomes O(L2 ). Thus, the overall complexity of this step is
O(L2 ) in the worst case.
– Quality: As the quality, H(X|Ci ), for each clustering Ci has been precomputed,
this step costs O(L).
– Size: This step costs O(L).
Thus, the overall complexity of ranking step is O(L2 ).
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Complexity of Ensemble Step The time complexity of ensemble step with MCLA
is O(nk2 L2 ).
In summary, the time complexity of the rFILTA framework might be dominated
by the generation step or filtering step or the grouping step depending on the
specific datasets. In our case, the grouping step is most expensive in the framework.
Please refer to Section 9.6 for more information.

9 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our rFILTA method against the
other existing meta-clustering methods which are all considered as the unfiltered
meta-clustering method. We compare their ability to recover known clustering
views in 8 datasets (2 synthetic datasets and 6 real world datasets). We also
evaluate and compare with alternative clustering method for discovering multiple
clustering views. In addition to that, we will show the proposed ranking scheme
works well.
Next, we first introduce the clustering methods employed in the generation
step. Then we introduce the evaluation scheme for validating the generated multiple clustering views. Then the parameter setting is discussed. Finally we show
and analyze the experimental results on different datasets which will demonstrate
the performance of our proposed filtering step and ranking step in the rFILTA
framework.

9.1 Generation Methods
We employ 7 clustering generation methods in our experiments, many of which
have been used previously in other meta-clustering algorithms.
– K-means with random initializations [5].
– Random feature weighting method where feature weights are drawn from the
zipf distribution [5].
– Random sampling that selects {50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%} of objects and
features, and then applying k-means on the sampled objects and features. Then
the objects not initially sampled are assigned to the nearest clusters by the knearest neighbour method.
– Spectral clustering method [5] using the similarity measure S = exp(−kxi −
max{kxi −xj k}
xj k2 /σ 2 ) with the shape parameter σ =
, where k is randomly
2k/8
chosen from k = 0, . . . , 64.
– EM-based mixture model clustering method with different initializations.
– Information theory based clustering algorithm [12].
– An alternative clustering method, minCEntropy [39], with different reference
clusterings generated by k-means method.
Generally, we generate 700 base clusterings for each dataset. Each clustering
algorithm generates 100 clusterings. The number of clusters in each generated
clustering is as same as the ground truth views’.
For the data selection, we would like to keep the number of clusters in both
ground truth views consistent. If the number of clusters in ground truth views were
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different, then base clusterings with different number of clusters must be generated.
This will be challenging for the subsequent grouping and ensemble steps. Research
on techniques for grouping and ensemble steps are out of the scope in this work.
Our focus is on validating the proposed filtering and ranking methods. Therefore,
we choose to keep the number of clusters in the ground truth views consistent and
generate base clusterings with same number of clusters, so as to be less distracted
by other steps in the framework.

9.2 Evaluation of the Clustering Views
In order to evaluate the goodness of the discovered clustering views, we need to
answer the following questions:
– How many ground truth clustering views can be recovered (diversity)?
– How well do the generated clustering views match the multiple sets of ground
truth clustering views (quality)?
– How do the returned top K clustering views match the ground truth clustering
views (ranking)?
Inspired by Mean Average Precision (MAP) [25], a popular measure for evaluating
ranked retrieval of documents in information retrieval, we propose a Mean Best
Matching (MBM) score to evaluate our method. Here, we assess the matching
between the returned top K clustering views and the ground truth labels using
AMI. In more detail, given multiple ground truth labels G = {G1 , . . . , GH } and
a set of ranked clustering views Vr = {Vr1 , . . . , Vrm }, the MBM for the top K
clustering views Vrk = {Vr1 , . . . , Vrk }, where k ≤ m, is defined as:
M BM (Vrk ) =

H
X
i=1

max AM I(Gi , Vj )/H

Vj ∈Vrk

(11)

where M BM (Vrk ) ∈ [0, 1]. The M BM (Vrk ) takes 0 when there is no ground truth
views recovered at all. It takes 1 when all the ground truth views are recovered
and matched perfectly by the generated clustering views. The MBM score will
increase when the generated clustering views match the ground truth labels better
or there is new ground truth views recovered.

9.3 Parameter Setting
In this part, we discuss two important parameters involved in our method, i.e., L
and β, the number of selected base clusterings and the regularization parameter
used for balancing the quality and diversity during filtering.
9.3.1 The Impact of the Number of Selected Base Clusterings
The number of selected clusterings L does not have high impact on the quality of
view generation by our method. We take the flower dataset as the example to show
the impact of L. In Figure 5, we show the iVAT diagram constructed for L = 100
to 700 (filtered) base clusterings (recall that there are 700 raw base clusterings).
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Fig. 5: iVAT diagrams for different number of filtered base clusterings with β = 0.6
on the flower dataset.

We see that the iVAT diagrams are mostly stable from L = 100 to 500, meaning
that rFILTA is quite robust to noise and relatively insensitive to the choice of L.
We recommend choose L = 15% ∼ 25% × n. We also obtain similar patterns with
the other datasets.
9.3.2 Impact of the Regularization Parameter
The regularization parameter β ∈ [0, 1] balances the quality and diversity during
the clustering filtering procedure. For example, when β = 0.5, it means we treat
quality and diversity equally important. When β → 0, the filtering process places
more emphasis on diversity, which generally increases the number of potential clustering views but at the risk of including more poor quality solutions. In contrast,
when β → 1, the filtering procedure focuses on the quality, which will result in
high quality clustering views but some relevant clustering views may be filtered
out. Thus, users can tune this parameter according to their specific needs for view
detection. In our experiments, we chose the value for β for each dataset by testing
and tuning β within the [0, 1] range according to the intuition about the balance
between quality and diversity.
Given that we usually do not have the cluster labels, the iVAT diagrams can be
used as one of the ways to help users for investigation. In particular, we propose
to ‘slide’ β within the [0, 1] range and inspect the iVAT reordered matrix and
the consensus views that emerge. We take the flower dataset as an example and
illustrate a number of iVAT diagrams (Figures 6) constructed from different β
values and L = 100. We can see that as β decreases, the iVAT diagram becomes
more fuzzy, which means that the selected base clusterings are more diverse but
their quality is decreasing. Depending on users’ different requirements, if they want
the dominant and easily identified clustering views, they can put more focus on
quality by setting β with large value. If they would like to get more diverse but
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Fig. 6: iVAT diagrams generated from 100 filtered base clusterings and different β
values, for the flower data.

may be not dominant clustering views, they can put more focus on diversity by
tuning β with smaller value. When decreasing β to certain point, the structure
and fuzziness of iVAT diagram does not change much. It indicates that diversity
might have reached its limit.
Next we will present detailed experimental results and analysis based on 8
datasets, including 2 synthetic datasets and 6 real world datasets.

9.4 Synthetic Datasets
In this section, we use 2 synthetic datasets to demonstrate that our rFILTA method
is able to discover high quality and diverse clustering views by filtering out poor
quality and redundant base clusterings.
9.4.1 4 Gaussian 2D dataset
The first synthetic dataset is a 2D four Gaussian dataset with 200 data objects (refer to Figure 8a), consisting of 7 ground truth clustering views (refer to Figure 9).
We generate 700 base clusterings with 2 clusters.
We first perform meta-clustering on the whole set of generated base clusterings.
The iVAT diagram of the unfiltered base clusterings is shown in Figure 7a. We got
30 meta-clusters which are highlighted by the green dashed line surrounding the
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Fig. 7: iVAT diagrams of the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings on the 2D
Gaussian dataset.
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Fig. 8: Top 8 clustering views returned from the unfiltered base clusterings on the
2D Gaussian dataset.

blocks, where each block corresponds to a meta-cluster. Due to the limitation of
space, we choose the top 8 meta-clusters, apply ensemble clustering on them and
obtain the top 8 clustering views, shown in Figure 8. We can see that the first
4 clustering views are reasonable clustering views, while clustering views 5 to 8
are of poor quality (and also the rest of the clustering views, refer to Figure 10).
As we introduced before, this dataset contains 7 ground truth clustering views.
The unfiltered meta-clustering method only recovered 4 of them, i.e., the first
4 clustering views shown in Figure 8. Next we apply our filtering approach on
the same set of 700 base clusterings. We filter out 600 of the low quality and
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Fig. 9: 7 clustering views generated from the filtered base clusterings on the 2D
Gaussian dataset.

similar base clusterings setting L = 100 and β = 0.6. The iVAT diagram of the
filtered set of base clusterings is shown in Figure 7b consisting of 7 blocks (metaclusters). The clustering views, generated by applying the ensemble clustering on
these meta-clusters, are shown in Figure 9. These 7 clustering views correspond
to the 7 ground truth clustering views.
By comparing the results got from the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings,
we obtain the following observations:
– Missing clustering views: some of the interesting clustering views may be
missed while performing meta-clustering on the unfiltered base clusterings.
It is because that some meta-clusters are loosely connected by some noisy
clusterings and then these meta-clusters are considered as one. Then we will
miss some clustering views. Our filtering step can help clean out these noisy
clusterings and recover those missed interesting clustering views.
– Poor quality clustering views: from the unfiltered base clusterings, we may
generate a lot of poor quality clustering views. This is because the generated
base clustering may include many poor quality base clusterings which will result
in poor quality clustering views (refer to Figure 7a and Figure 8). Our filtering
step can help clean out these poor quality base clusterings, and present those
good quality ones (refer to Figure 7b and Figure 9).
To obtain further insights, let us examine the MBM scores for these two sets
of clustering views shown in Figure 10. The x axis indicates the value of K for
the returned top K clustering views in terms of our average ranking scheme, e.g.,
K = 4 indicates the returned top 4 clustering views. The y axis shows the corresponding MBM scores. The blue crosses indicate the results from the unfiltered
base clusterings, and the red circles indicate the results from the filtered base
clusterings.
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1. There are 30 clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings.
There are 7 clustering views generated from the filtered base clusterings with
setting L = 100, β = 0.8.
2. The MBM scores for the unfiltered base clusterings are increasing up to K = 4
clustering views. The increasing of MBM scores may be due to a new ground
truth clustering view being recovered or the newly returned kth clustering
view matching one of the recovered ground truth views better. Here, it is the
first case. Then, the MBM scores plateau for K ≥ 5 clustering views. When
MBM scores do not change with an increasing K, if it has not got the best
matching of all the ground truth clustering views, i.e., M BM (Cm ) = 1, then
it means that either no new ground truth clustering view is discovered, or the
newly returned kth clustering views do not match better with the discovered
ground truth clustering views for returned first k − 1 clustering views. Here,
it is both. Thus, with the unfiltered base clusterings, we discovered 4 ground
truth clustering views.
3. The MBM scores for returned top K = 7, clustering views from the filtered set
of base clusterings are increasing. It is because it recovers a new ground truth
clustering view each time. Finally, it recovers all the 7 ground truth clustering
views and reach an almost perfect matching with MBM score close to 1.
9.4.2 8 Gaussian 3D dataset
Next, we show the experimental results on a 3D synthetic dataset with 800 data
objects which contains 8 Gaussian clusters. We generate 700 base clusterings with
2 clusters on this dataset. There are 3 ground truth clustering views for this dataset
(refer to Figure 13).
The iVAT diagram of the unfiltered base clusterings is shown in Figure 11a. We
discovered 52 clustering views, corresponding to the 52 meta-clusters presented as
diagonal blocks in the iVAT diagram, from this set of unfiltered base clusterings.
We show the top 4 clustering views in Figure 12. The first 3 clustering views are
corresponding to the three ground truth clustering views. However, the fourth
clustering view is of poor quality.
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Fig. 10: MBM scores of the clustering views generated from the unfiltered and
filtered base clusterings on the 2D Gaussian dataset.
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Fig. 11: iVAT diagrams of the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings on the 3D
Gaussian dataset.

From this set of 700 base clusterings, we keep 100 base clusterings after filtering
with β = 0.7. The iVAT diagram of the filtered base clusterings is shown in Figure 11b. We can see that there are three clearly separated blocks which correspond
to the three ground truth clustering views (Figure 13).
The MBM scores for these two sets of clustering views are shown in Figure 14.
We can observe the following:
1. There are 52 clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings.
After filtering with L = 100, β = 0.7, we discovered 3 clustering views.
2. The top 3 clustering views returned from the unfiltered base clusterings recover
the three ground truth clustering views and match the ground truth clustering
views perfectly with M BM (C3 ) = 1. The MBM scores are invariant after the
3rd clustering view. It is because the returned first 3 clustering views have
recovered all the 3 ground truth views and matched them perfectly. For the
other clustering views, we inspect that they contain a lot of poor quality and
redundant ones which is due to the redundant and poor quality base clusterings.
3. The 3 clustering views got from the filtered set of base clusterings recover and
match the three ground truth clustering views perfectly.
In this set of experiments, we find that we can recover the 3 ground truth
clustering views perfectly from the unfiltered base clusterings. Do we still need
filtering? We can observe that after filtering, we can get rid of the irrelevant clustering views by filtering out the redundant and poor quality clusterings, and just
obtain the 3 ground truth clustering views in this case. In addition to that, for
the case of ‘missing clustering views’ found out in the experiments on the 4 Gaussian dataset, only ranking does not help solve this problem. Thus, the filtering
step is necessary. We will further discuss the necessity of filtering in the following
experiments.
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Fig. 12: The top 4 clustering views discovered from the 700 unfiltered base clusterings on the 3D Gaussian dataset.
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Fig. 13: The 3 clustering views discovered from the 100 filtered base clusterings
on the 3D Gaussian dataset.

9.5 Real Datasets
In the following section, we will evaluate rFILTA on 6 real datasets. These datasets
cover a variety of possible datasets.
9.5.1 CMUFace Dataset
The CMUFace dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2] is a commonly used dataset for the discovery of alternative clusterings [6]. It contains 624,
32 × 30 pixels images of 20 persons, along with different features of these persons,
e.g., pose (straight, left, right, up). Two dominant clustering views exist in this
dataset - person (identity) and pose. In our experiment, we randomly select the
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Fig. 14: The MBM scores of the clustering views generated from the unfiltered
and filtered base clusterings on the 3D Gaussian dataset.
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Fig. 15: Two ground truth clustering views on CMUFace dataset. The first row is
person view and the second row is pose view.

images of three people and have 93 images in total. Again we generated 700 base
clusterings and rFILTA selected L = 100 base clusterings. The two ground truth
clustering views are shown in Figure 15. Each image is represented as the mean of
images within the cluster.
Next, we will show three sets of experimental results on this dataset to show
the benefits of filtering and ranking.
Benefits of filtering
In this experiment, we demonstrate the necessity of filtering. For the 700 unfiltered
base clusterings, their iVAT diagram is shown in Figure 16a. We found 23 clustering
views from this set of unfiltered base clusterings. Due to the limitation of space, we
show the top 4 clustering views in Figure 16b. Each row represents a clustering view
and each clustering view consists of three clusters, which are shown as the mean
of all the images in each cluster. The number above each image is the percentage
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Fig. 16: Results for the unfiltered base clusterings on CMUFace dataset.

of the dominant class in this cluster and indicates the purity of this cluster (it is
the same in the later experiments. For simplicity, we will not explain it again).
As we can see from these four clustering views, the first row is the person view.
However, the pose view is not presented in the other three, nor in the other 19
clustering views. It is because that the pose clustering view is hidden among the
other meta-clusters due to the noisiness of the base clusterings. From this set of
experiments, we find out that we may miss out some interesting clustering views
from the unfiltered base clusterings due to the noisiness of the generated base
clusterings.
Next, we show the results on the 100 filtered base clusterings with β = 0.6
in Figure 17. As we can see the iVAT diagram of the filtered base clusterings
in Figure 17a, it contains two clearly separated blocks. Examining the clustering
views obtained from these two blocks shown in Figure 17b, they are exactly the
person and pose views that we are looking for. Compared with the results shown
in Figure 16, we can see that after filtering, the resulting iVAT diagram is less
noisy, and the blocks are more clear and well separated. After filtering out the
noisy base clusterings, we have recovered the hidden pose views.
Benefits of ranking
When we got multiple clustering views, particularly the number of clustering views
is large, it is time consuming to examine them all. Our filtering step can help reduce
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Fig. 17: Results for the filtered base clusterings on CMUFace dataset.

the number of clustering views by filtering out the poor quality and similar ones,
and discover the good clustering views (Figure 17). However, sometimes there
are still a lot of potentially interesting clustering views after filtering, especially
when we do not know how many interesting clustering views exist. It depends on
different factors, e.g., the complexity of datasets, the distribution of the generated
base clusterings, and different requirements of users. Hence, it will be helpful to
rank these clustering views and make it easier for users to analyze them.
For example, users may want to explore more potentially interesting clustering
views exist in the generated base clusterings by adjusting the tradeoff parameter
β. When the value of β is large, we may get a few good and diverse clustering
views (e.g., Figure 17). When they decrease the value of β, the filtered set of base
clusterings will be more diverse which may result in more clustering views. For
the same set of 700 base clusterings, when we decrease β = 0.4, we discovered
16 clustering views. Refer to the Figure 18a, the iVAT diagram contains more
blocks and is more fuzzy compared with the iVAT diagram with β = 0.6 shown
in Figure 17a. It is not easy to examine all of them. Thus, it will be helpful if we
can rank these clustering views and recommend the top K to users for facilitating
their job. As shown in Figure 18b, it is the returned top 4 clustering views by our
ensemble ranking scheme. The first row is the person view, and the second row is
pose view. In this way, users can check less but more possible interesting clustering
views from the top K ones instead of all.
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Fig. 18: Results for the filtered set of base clusterings on CMUFace dataset.

Benefits of filtering + ranking
Can we directly rank the clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings without filtering? There is one problem with this. When the generated base
clusterings are noisy, some of the potential interesting clustering views could not
be discovered from them. In this way, ranking does not help to get those missed
clustering views. Thus, we need filtering which can help discover potential interesting clustering views hidden in the generated base clusterings. Based on that,
the ranking step could facilitate the analysis of these multiple clustering views.
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Fig. 19: The MBM scores for the two sets of clusterings views on CMUFace dataset.
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The MBM scores for the two sets of discovered clustering views, i.e., filtering
with β = 0.4 and unfiltered base clusterings are shown in Figure 19. In summary:
1. We discovered 23 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings and
found out 16 clustering views from the filtered base clusterings with L =
100, β = 0.4.
2. For the filtered base clusterings, the discovered clustering views achieve better
MBM scores than the unfiltered base clusterings. It is because after filtering,
the two ground truth clustering views are discovered. And they match well
with the ground truth clustering views. From the unfiltered base clusterings,
we only discover one of the ground truth views.
3. The returned top 2 clustering views from the filtered base clusterings are corresponding to the two ground truth clustering views.
4. Without filtering, only one clustering view can be discovered, even when ranked.
Without ranking, the two good and diverse clustering views which are corresponding to the two ground truth views, are hidden among the 16 generated
clustering views.
9.5.2 Card Dataset
The card dataset6 consists of 52 images of cards. It can be explained from different
perspectives. A deck of cards can be clustered in terms of different suits (heart,
cube, diamond and spade), different colors (red, black, and mixed color), and
different rankings (1∼13). In our experiments, we randomly choose three different
suits along with all the cards belong to these suits. Finally, we got 39 cards in
total containing two clustering views, i.e., suits (spades, diamond and heart) and
color (red, black and mixture). We scaled these images to 100 × 140 pixels. The
features of images are described using the HOG descriptors[7] with 2×2 cells 7 . We
further applied the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of
features to 18, which retains more than 90% variance of the original data. The two
ground truth clustering views are shown in Figure 20. Each image is represented
as the mean of images within the cluster.
In this set of experiments, we would like to discuss and demonstrate two problems. Firstly, we investigate and discuss the influence of alternative clustering
methods in our framework. In addition to that, we show the performance of our
filtering and ranking functions.
Alternative Clustering on Card Dataset
In our rFILTA framework, we take alternative clustering method as one of the
generation methods for generating diverse base clusterings. As we discussed in the
introduction, the alternative clustering algorithms restrict the definition of alternative clustering to certain type of objective functions. When the definition of the
alternative clustering is not suited for the clustering structure underlying the data,
this approach may not find the alternative clusterings. In this set of experiments,
6 The images of card are downloaded from https://code.google.com/p/vectorized-playingcards/.
7 The code of feature extraction is available at https://github.com/adikhosla/featureextraction.
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Fig. 20: Two ground truth clustering views on Card dataset. The first row is the
color view and the second row is the suits view.
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Fig. 21: The alternative clusterings generated by minCEntropy. The first row is the
color view given suits view as reference clustering. The second view is generated
given color view as reference clustering. The score above each image is the percentage of the dominant class in that cluster. The AMI similarity scores between
each clustering view with the two ground truth views respectively are presented
at the right side of each clustering view.

we would like to compare the performance of the alternative clustering method
(minCEntropy) and rFILTA (without alternative clustering as generation method)
on the card dataset.
We apply alternative clustering algorithm, minCEntropy, on the card dataset
to generate alternative clusterings. We take one of the two ground truth clustering
views (i.e., color and suits) as reference clustering to find the other one. We use
the default parameter setting of minCEntropy. The results are shown in Figure 21.
The first row is the color view taking the suits view as the reference clustering. This
alternative clustering is discovered successfully. The second row is an alternative
clustering view generated by taking the color view as given clustering. However,
it is not suits view or other explainable view. The possible reason may be that
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Fig. 22: Results on the 600 unfiltered base clusterings on the card dataset.

the definition of the alternative clustering in this algorithm does not capture the
structure of the suits view. Hence, it can be seen alternative clustering can fail to
find interesting clustering views if the definition of the alternative clustering does
not characterize the alternative clustering properly.
Unfiltered Meta-Clustering without Alternative Clustering Generation on Card
Dataset
In this set of experiments, we generate 600 base clusterings with the 6 of the
available clustering generation methods without using the alternative clustering
method, i.e., minCEntropy. We first do meta-clustering on the whole set of 600
base clusterings. The results are shown in Figure 22. As we can see from the iVAT
diagram in Figure 22a, the diagonal blocks are not clearly and well separated.
We discovered 135 clustering views from this unfiltered base clusterings. Note
that without rankings, this is a very large number to evaluate over. The top 4
clustering views are shown in Figure 22b. The first row is the color view, and
the second row is the suits view. In the color view, the three clusters indicate
red, black and mixed color respectively from left to right. In the suits view, the
three clusters are corresponding to spades, diamond and heart these three suits
respectively from left to right.
Comparing the results of the above two sets of experiments, i.e., alternative
clustering and meta-clustering, we can observe that the suits view is discovered by
the meta-clustering while is not by alternative clustering (Figure 21). This means
that the suits view could be captured by some of the clustering methods among
the 6 generation methods while it could not be captured by the definition of the
alternative clustering in minCEntropy algorithm.
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Fig. 23: Results for the filtered base clusterings on the card dataset.

rFILTA without Alternative Clustering Generation on Card Dataset
In this set of experiments, we try to demonstrate the performance of our filtering
and ranking function in the rFILTA framework. We apply rFILTA method on
the same 600 base clusterings as used in the previous experiments. After filtering,
we got 100 base clusterings with β = 0.3. The results are shown in Figure 23.
The iVAT diagram of the 100 filtered base clusterings is shown in Figure 23a.
Compared with the unfiltered one (Figure 22a), we can tell that after filtering,
some of the meta-clusters (presented as dark blocks along the diagonal) are more
clearly presented than before filtering. The top 4 clustering views are shown in
Figure 23b. The first row is the color view and the fourth row is the suits view.
The MBM scores for the two sets of clustering views generated from the unfiltered and filtered sets of base clusterings are shown in Figure 24. In summary:
1. We discovered 135 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings and 23
clustering views from the filtered base clusterings with L = 100, β = 0.3.
2. The top 2 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings recover the two
ground truth views. The top 4 clustering views from the filtered base clustering
recover the two ground truth views.
3. The best MBM scores of the clustering views from the filtered set of base
clusterings are better than the ones from the unfiltered set of base clusterings.
It means that the quality of the recovered clustering views from the filtered set
of base clusterings are better than the ones got from the unfiltered set of base
clusterings.
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Fig. 24: The MBM scores for the two sets of clustering views from the unfiltered
and filtered sets of base clusterings on the card dataset.

9.5.3 Isolet Dataset
The isolet dataset from UCI machine learning repository [2] contains 7797 records
with 617 features, which come from 150 subjects speaking the name of each letter
of the alphabet twice. There are two clustering views (speaker and letters) in
this dataset. In our experiment, we randomly selected 10 persons along with 10
letters, resulting in a 200 records dataset. We generate 700 base clusterings that
contains the speaker and letter views, and select 100 base clusterings using rFILTA
(β = 0.6).
The results are shown in Figure 25. Compared with the iVAT diagram of
the unfiltered base clusterings in Figure 25a, the iVAT diagram of filtered base
clusterings in Figure 25b contains more clear blocks. It may because the clustering
views are more easily identified after filtering out the irrelevant base clusterings.
The MBM scores of these two sets of clustering views are shown in Figure 25c. In
summary:
1. We discovered 92 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings and
discovered 28 clustering views from the filtered set of base clusterings with
L = 100, β = 0.6.
2. The best MBM scores of filtered clustering views are a little higher than the
ones of unfiltered clusterings views. It is because the quality of the clustering
views generated from the filtered base clusterings are better than the ones from
the unfiltered base clusterings.
9.5.4 WebKB Dataset
The WebKB dataset 8 contains webpages collected mainly from four universities:
Cornell, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin. We selected all documents from those
four universities that fall under one of four page types namely, course, faculty,
project and student. We preprocessed the data by removing common words and
rare words (appeared less than twice), stemming. Finally, we choose 350 words
8

www.cs.cmu.edu/ webkb
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with the highest variance. We use the TF-IDF weighting to construct the feature vectors. The final data matrix contains 1041 documents and 350 words. This
dataset can be either clustered by the four universities or by the four page types.
We generated 700 base clusterings and selected 100 base clusterings with β =
0.8. The results are shown in Figure 26. Comparing the iVAT diagrams from
the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings, the iVAT diagram of the filtered base
clusterings in Figure 26b reveal more clear blocks while the iVAT diagram from
the unfiltered base clusterings in Figure 26a are fuzzy and not clearly separated.
The MBM scores of these two sets of clustering views are shown in Figure 26c.
1. We generated 112 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings and
generated 22 clustering views from the filtered set of base clusterings with
L = 100, β = 0.8.
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Fig. 25: Results on the isolet dataset.
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(c) The MBM scores for the clustering views from
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Fig. 26: Results on the webkb dataset.

2. The clustering views generated from the filtered base clusterings are matching
the ground truth views better than the ones generated from unfiltered base
clusterings.

9.6 Evaluation of Running Time for Each step in rFILTA
In this set of experiments, we show the running time of different steps in rFILTA
framework on CMUFace dataset and isolet dataset in Figure 27. As we see from
the Figure 27a and Figure 27b, the grouping step takes much more time compared
with other steps. It is because the CLODD method used in the grouping step
is a genetic algorithm which is slow. Then, the generation step in isolet dataset
takes more time than that in the CMUFace dataset. It is because the size of the
isolet dataset and the features of the isolet dataset is larger than the CMUFace
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Fig. 27: Running time of different steps in rFILTA on CMUFace dataset and isolet
dataset in seconds.

dataset. As grouping is not a contribution of this paper, we leave it to future work
to explore faster alternative for grouping.
More experimental results and analysis on flower dataset and object dataset
are presented in Appendixes Section A and Section B.

10 Conclusions
Meta-clustering is an important tool for discovering multiple views from data
by analyzing a large set of raw base clusterings. It does not require any prior
knowledge nor pose any assumption on the data, which especially suits exploratory
data analysis. However, the generation of a large set of high-quality base clusterings
is a challenging problem. There may exist poor quality and similar solutions which
will affect the generation of high quality and diverse views.
In this paper we have introduced a clustering selection method for filtering
out the poor quality and redundant clusterings from a set of raw base clusterings.
This has the effect of lifting the quality of clustering views generated by the metaclustering methods applied to this set of filtered clusterings. In particular, we
proposed a mutual information based filtering criterion which considers the quality
and diversity of clusterings simultaneously. By optimizing this objective function
via a simple incremental procedure, we can select a subset of good and diverse
base clusterings. Meta-clustering on this filtered set of base clusterings can then
yield multiple good and diverse views. In addition, we proposed scheme to rank
multiple clusterings. We demonstrated that ranking is important when the number
of potentially interesting clustering views is large. We believe rFILTA is a simple
and useful tool in the area of multiple clustering exploration and analysis.

A Flower Dataset
The flower image dataset [30] consists of 17 species of flowers with 80 images of each. We choose
images from 4 species which are Buttercup, Daisy, Windflower and Sunflower (Figure 28). For
each specie, we randomly choose 16 images, that is 64 images in total. There are two natural
clustering views in this dataset: color (white and yellow) and shape (sharp and round). For
reducing the disturbance and focusing on the flowers, we processed the images by blacking the
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Fig. 28: Example images of buttercup, sunflower, windflower and daisy flowers
from left to right, from top to bottom.

Color

Shape

Fig. 29: Two ground truth clustering views on flower dataset. The first row is the
color view and the second row is the shape view.

background. We scaled these images to 120 × 120 pixels and extracted their features in the
same way as we did for card dataset. Finally each image is represented by 22 features. We
generate 700 base clusterings on this dataset with 2 clusters. The two ground truth clustering
views are shown in Figure 29.
We firstly show the results on the unfiltered base clusterings in Figure 30. We got 62
clustering views from this set of unfiltered base clusterings. The top 4 clustering views are
shown in Figure 30b. The first row is the color view, containing two clusters, representing
two colors, yellow and white. The second row is the shape view, including two shapes, sharp
and round. The results after filtering with L = 100, β = 0.6 are shown in Figure 31. As we
can see from the Figure 31a, the iVAT diagram contains two clearly separated blocks (metaclusters) after filtering out the irrelevant clusterings (compared with unfiltered iVAT diagram
in Figure 30a). The generated clustering views from these two meta-clusters are shown in
Figure 31b which are just the color and shape view.
To further demonstrate the utility of ranking, we show another set of results in Figure 32
with L = 100, β = 0.3. When we decrease the tradeoff parameter to β = 0.3, more diverse
clusterings will be included. Thus, the iVAT diagram in Figure 32a is more fuzzy and untidy
compared with the higher β = 0.6 in Figure 31a. We generated 9 clustering views from this set
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Fig. 30: Results for the unfiltered base clusterings on the flower dataset.
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Fig. 31: Results for the 100 filtered base clusterings on the flower dataset.

of filtered set of base clusterings. The top 4 clustering views are shown in Figure 32b. As we
can see, the first row is the color view and the second row is the shape view. As we decreased
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the tradeoff parameter β, we select more diverse clusterings which result in more clustering
views.
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Fig. 32: Results of the filtered base clusterings on flower dataset.

The MBM scores for clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings and
the filtered base clusterings with β = 0.3 are shown in Figure 33. In summary:
1. We generate 62 clustering views from the unfiltered base clusterings and generated 9
clustering views from the filtered base clusterings with β = 0.3.
2. The top 2 clustering views from both sets of clusterings recover and match well with the
ground truth clustering views.
3. The rank function works well by ranking the color and shape views as the top 2.

B Object Dataset
The Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) consists of 110250 images of 1000 common
objects. For each object, a number of photos are taken from different angles and under various
lighting conditions. We choose 9 objects with different colors and shapes, for a total of 108
images (Figure 34). We processed them in the same way as the card dataset and extracted 15
features for each image finally.
In this set of experiments, we generate 700 base clusterings with 3 clusters. We would like to
demonstrate the performance of the filtering and ranking functions in our rFILTA framework.
The experimental results on the unfiltered set of base clusterings are shown in Figure 36. As
we can see from the iVAT diagram of the 700 base clusterings in Figure 36a, there are a big
block and two small blocks along the diagonal. We finally generate 3 clustering views shown
in Figure 36b. The first row is the color view, containing three clusters, red, green and yellow.
We do not find the shape view from the unfiltered base clusterings. Next, we show the results
on the filtered set of base clusterings with L = 100, β = 0.95 in Figure 37. The iVAT diagram
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Fig. 33: The MBM scores for two sets of clustering views generated from the
unfiltered and filtered base clusterings on the flower dataset.

Fig. 34: Example images of the nine selected objects.

contains multiple clear blocks. The top 4 clustering views are shown in Figure 37b. The first
row is the color view and the fourth row is the shape view.
Comparing the two sets of results from the unfiltered base clusterings and the filtered
base clusterings, we have some observations. There are less clustering views generated from
the unfiltered base clusterings than ones from the filtered base clusterings. It may be because
that there are a lot of generated base clusterings which are connecting different clustering
views in the clustering space. Thus, in the clustering space, they seems like a big meta-cluster.
After filtering, we clean out these connecting base clusterings and the different clustering
views are separated clearly. Thus, the iVAT diagram of the unfiltered base clusterings only
contains one big dark block and two small blocks while the iVAT diagram of the filtered base
clusterings contain multiple clear blocks. From the unfiltered base clusterings, the shape view
is not discovered. It is because its meta-cluster is concealed in the big block. After filtering,
the shape views is discovered and the quality of the color view is increased.
The MBM scores for clustering views generated from the unfiltered and filtered base clusterings are shown in Figure 38. In summary:
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Fig. 35: Two ground truth clustering views on object dataset. The first row is the
color view and the second row is the shape view.
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(a) The iVAT diagram of the unfiltered base
clusterings on the object dataset.

(b) The top 3 clustering views got from
the unfiltered base clusterings on the
object dataset. The first row is the color
view.

Fig. 36: The results on the unfiltered base clusterings on the object dataset.

1. We found out 3 clustering views from the unfiltered set of base clusterings and found out
9 clustering views from the filtered base clusterings with L = 100, β = 0.95.
2. The MBM scores for the 3 clustering views generated from the unfiltered base clusterings
are invariant as only one color view is recovered and also the quality does not get better.
3. The returned top 4 clustering views from the filtered set of base clusterings recover and
match well with the two ground truth views with M BM (C4 ) = 0.9.
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Fig. 37: The results for the filtered base clusterings on object dataset with β = 0.3.
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Fig. 38: MBM scores for clustering views generated from the unfiltered and filtered
base clusterings on the object dataset.
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